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Tractor can do anything – move mountains, squash traffic jams, do the school run, act as a guard dog and dig swimming pools. If you’re
moving from the country to the city, a tractor is the perfect pal! But our hero’s parents just don’t see it the way we do.
This hilarious book follows the lively and funny argument between parent and child about whether or not their beloved tractor can come to
the big city. With every reason the adult gives, the child replies with a brilliantly imaginative response. Playful, unconventional, and with a
mysterious twist, this is a story for kids who love tractors – and that’s all kids, right?
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Finn-Ole Heinrich and Dita Zipfel have written an anarchic, wild and fearless book for children. Even grown-ups will ask themselves after rea-
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ding the book how they could survive without a tractor up to now. The book has been illustrated by new talent Halina Kirschner who is a
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genious when it comes to screen-print-optic.

Zipfel
Illustrator: Halina Kirschner

Awarded one of Germany‘s most beautiful books 2018!
Reviews

Rights sold:

“Adorably persistent and eloquent as rarely in a picture book. […] The book is pure tractor poetry, it praises the tractor, a passianate as well as de-

Catalan, Danish, English (UK & IRL),

tailed homage to this epitome of strength and class, of endurance and versatility. […] One wants to read it immediately out loud, so defiant and

French (CAN), Korean, Spanish

beautiful is the rhythm.“ - Fridtjof Küchemann, FAZ
“A headstrong, defiantly-poetic powerhouse of a picture book.“ - Christian Staas, DIE ZEIT
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